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‘Waiting, Watching, Working’  
Advent Sunday 2017  (Matthew 24 v42) 

 
This morning marks a significant date in the 
Christian calendar – indeed today marks the very 
start of Christian liturgical year – Advent Sunday & 
one of my favourite Sundays in whole year – no. of 
reasons why Advent Sunday ‘resonates’ for me  -as 
Ian recalled, when offered me the opportunity & 
privilege to lead worship/preach today here. 
 
Advent Sunday 1988 – 1st ‘preach with a look’ at 
what became our first pastorate in Essex. Advent 
Sunday 1997 – ‘preach with a view’ at CBC Berks 
– our 2nd pastorate. Advent Sunday 2006 date 
came back on duty in 3rd church in Huntingdon, 
Cambs after my ‘cardiac adventure’, in Papworth 
Hospital in autumn of that year. Today begins the 
church’s countdown to Christmas – that is to say 
the countdown to coming of Jesus Christ. ‘Yea 
Lord, we greet thee, born this happy morning…’ 
just 22 days to go until we can sing that! 
 
All kinds of themes intertwined in Advent each year 
– it’s both solemn & celebratory. Some of Advent 
hymns are rather sombre - true – but also much in 
Advent that is positive & uplifting (including songs & 
hymns). ‘Light in darkness’ > hope, preparation & 
expectation. Four Sundays that make up Advent 
proper – though even in church, Christmas tends to 
take over the last couple more often than not.  
But, Advent is a journey & if you’re able to be here 
for all four Sundays then hopefully you’ll get a 
balanced worship diet of solemnity & celebration! 
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All this is a rather long introduction to this morning’s 
word. Rest assured, we ARE about to turn to the 
Scriptures & Matthew 24 in particular. But just 
before we do that, Advent Sunday is traditionally 
the day when the Church looks forward, not only to 
the coming of Jesus born in Bethlehem, but also to 
final coming ‘at the end of the age’. So – question 
for everyone – ‘If you knew that Jesus was coming 
back TONIGHT at 11 p.m., what would you do 
between now & then?’ 
 
Pray > make some phone calls or outstanding visits 
> update your fb status - or just PANICTHREE 
HEADINGS for this Advent Sunday morning: 
‘Waiting > Watching > Working’ 
 
1)An ACTIVE WAITING – 
 
There is another dimension to Advent that is given 
particular emphasis in certain wings of the Church. 
‘Signs of the end of the age’ are what some 
churches & Christians major on.  
 
They seem totally caught up in it all for all of the 
time. Passages of Scripture are pored over as 
pointers to what is going to happen & they are 
invariably linked to current events, world leaders & 
the political situation of the times. 
 
R.T KENDAL ‘The Day the World Changed’  - 
small booklet published after ‘9/11’ – basically a 
printed copy of two sermons given by him (not a 
bad idea for preachers – nice little earner – I have 
30 years of sermons on my bookshelves!).  
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This booklet was written in the immediate aftermath 
of September 11th. ‘R.T’ a renowned 
preacher/minister/writer – believed that 9/11 
heralded the beginning of the ‘end times’. Is he 
right? Far be it from little old me to disagree with 
such a distinguished preacher & biblical scholar, 
but ever since & including the apostle Paul, people 
have believed that we are ‘in the end times’. 
 
QUOTE verses 38 & 42 – in the midst of all 
speculation, we need to remember Jesus’ words 
here & elsewhere in the gospels about the unknown 
nature of the ‘day & hour’. God alone knows when 
that will happen. But the important thing for 
believers to recall is that it WILL happen – as these 
verses make crystal clear. 
 
But, in the meantime, we are called to live in a 
sense of ‘active expectation’. And that is what we 
find when we read our Bibles – OT & NT breathe an 
air of expectation – ‘God’s Advent Calendar’. 
Scriptures tell us of the God who will come with his 
salvation. 
 
We meet this theme of promise a great deal 
throughout Advent (our Call to Worship this 
morning) – as well as at other times in the Christian 
calendar.  
 
And, in this season that seems inexorably to be 
ticking down to the BIG DAY, Christians the world 
over are reminded that they are always to be seen 
as God’s Advent people. 
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Perhaps our responses this morning to question 
about Jesus’ return tonight may suggest that that 
particular FUTURE event makes an immediate 
impact on our PRESENT situation. And that’s what 
God’s Advent people are called to be. Advent faith 
is not concerned with making speculative 
calculations about times & seasons. TONY 
CAMPOLO: ‘I’ve no idea when Jesus is coming 
back. I’m on the welcoming committee, not the 
planning’ QUOTE. But Advent is about the belief 
that something new is coming in the saving work of 
God. 
 
It is the coming of God that shapes the present. 
There are all kinds of ways in which we can ‘wait’ in 
life. We can be stuck on yet another A38  gridlock 
again & fret & fume, although there is nothing we 
can do about it (cf. post office queue!). We can be 
in the dentist’s waiting room – hearing the distant 
whine of the drill & be ever more fearful of what is 
about to happen to us. Wait to be summoned by 
consultant with those test results… 
 
Or we can wait, child-like, for the approach of the 
big day, with an ever-increasing sense of awe, 
wonder & anticipation.  Recall my own Christmas 
Eve moments as a child – Dad home at lunchtime 
> decorations up > parcels waiting to be opened > 
alone in front room, standing by parcels & 
Christmas tree…An ACTIVE ‘Waiting’ >  
 
2)WATCHING –  
But we’re all grown up now ‘Christmas is for the 
children’ after all – we’ve lost all that excitement of 
the season (have we?).  
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Some of us probably can’t wait for it all to be over, 
so that we can get back to ‘normal’ again. But 
what’s ‘normal’ for the Christian believer?  
It is an ACTIVE WAITING & secondly a 
PERPETUAL WATCHING.  
 
‘Therefore, keep watch…’ I recall a journey some 
years ago on the M25 of beloved memory. 
Suddenly the heavens opened, lashing rain, dark, 
‘tidal wave’ of oncoming headlights, my eyes 
focussed hard on rear lights & brake lights ahead. 
And my passenger alongside fell fast asleep & her 
peaceful slumber seemed to emphasise my even 
greater need to concentrate all the more on the job 
in hand. 
 
There are situations when sleep is very dangerous 
for us – even potentially fatal. (Drivers who fall 
asleep at wheel of car…) ‘Keep awake’ says 
Scripture over & over – not least as we read the 
traditional bible readings associated with Advent 
Sunday. 
 
Jesus paints a very graphic picture here in 
Matthew 24 – scenes in which two are working 
away at their normal daily routine & of how one will 
be taken & the other. 
‘Left Behind’ – ‘The Rapture’ series of books 
mushroomed – 16 books > 4 movies + a PC 
game! 
 
The books turned out to be best sellers – sold 
millions – some of you may have read them, 
perhaps. Why have they proved to be so popular?  
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Maybe because of our desire to seek to know what 
will happen ’in the end’ – even though the series is 
a work of fiction – it’s based on words of Jesus, as 
recorded in gospels. And his description is very 
dramatic & ‘apocalyptic’ in the true sense of the 
word. The final window of God’s Advent Calendar is 
being ‘opened’ - revealed by Jesus here. And, if 
you’re the one that’s ‘taken’ - then fine – but if 
you’re one of those ‘left behind’ – then it’s too late. 
‘They think it’s all over – it is now!’ 
 
Whether it be the terrorist attack or our own 
personal & sudden tragedies in life, such events 
can happen so quickly & take us all by surprise. 
And we all have our own examples – a tranquil life 
can be turned upside down in a moment. A sudden 
death, a striking down with illness, a road accident, 
a slip of the tongue, or an act of betrayal – we all 
live ‘on the edge’ & our newspapers & TVs record 
the most dramatic of them. 
 
So ’keep watch’ says Jesus here. But, hang on a 
minute – how are we to keep watch? For 
experience has taught us that vigilance does not 
necessarily save us here & now. Christians are not 
immune from tragedy or shame. 
 
But the vigilance that Jesus speaks of here is not 
the same kind of vigilance required on the 
motorway in the rain & dark, or watching out for our 
children at roadside. 
  
Or as we all strive to eat a ‘healthy diet’ aimed at 
reducing waistlines, or lowering cholesterol or blood 
pressure.  
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All of those are important & we do watch out for 
such things & many more besides- as best we can. 
 
But the words of Jesus here have a ring of 
prophecy to them – prophecy not prediction. That 
is to say of God’s word & of God’s activity breaking 
into God’s world & our lives – in short, Jesus’ words 
speak of God’s Advent. 
 
An ACTIVE WAITING > A PERPETUAL 
WATCHING > 3) A DILIGENT WORKING – 
 
All three of these themes are interwoven in our text 
today – but the closing verses of Matthew 24 
(vv45ff.) call us to an ACTIVE state of waiting & 
watching – that means we are WORKING as God’s 
Advent people. 
 
Jesus goes on to illustrate this point even more 
fully, when he tells the parables of the wise & 
foolish virgins & of the talents (i.e. sums of money 
entrusted to servants) in next chapter 25.  
 
The message behind the pictures & parables here 
is that we -  like soldiers - are also called to be on 
Active & Diligent Advent service for the Lord – who 
will return… 
 
 
And until that final ‘window’ on God’s Advent 
Calendar is opened – you & I live in the ‘now and 
not yet’ of God’s Kingdom – in this fallen world & all 
its imperfections.  
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And even as God’s Advent People, we, too, like 
everyone else face our own battles with physical 
health, mental health & spiritual health. We too face 
the pain of loss and bereavement. We too, like 
everyone else gathered here on Friday to 
remember Nicky want to shout at God ‘Why??’ 
 
No slick answers from this preacher at the end of 
this ‘word’. But, with you, I look to the Advent Light 
shining in the darkness – the King is coming – may 
he find me & all of us engaged in an: 
 
An ACTIVE WAITING > A PERPETUAL 
WATCHING > A DILIGENT WORKING – Amen. 
 


